
Art of Choice brings you a 'no-bullshit' approach to art. We believe in
democratizing the art world, breaking down "art talk," and making art accessible to

all. Enjoy reading!
 
This newsletter highlights our choice of favorites from this past week in NY. Between Armory,

Independent, and Spring Break, there was a lot to see and we're guilty of playing favorites!

The Armory Show, Independent, and Spring/Break Art Show made waves throughout New

York City this week. Each fair comes with its own unique characteristics and displays

some of the most exciting art from around the world and artists working at all different

levels in their careers. We've selected some of our favorite works from each fair to share

with you here.

The Armory Show
The art world's top international galleries, innovative artist commissions, and dynamic

public programming all came together at Piers 90, 92, and 94 to celebrate the 25th edition

of The Armory Show.
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Images: Meleko Mokgosi & Hank Willis Thomas @Jack Shainman, Amaoko Boafo @Roberts Project, Jonathan Lyndon Chase

@Kohn.

Independent 



Independent New York is a more untraditional art fair presentation, compared to The

Armory Show. Independent showcases an invitation-only, no booth format, seeking to

breakdown hierarchies that exist in the art world and create a hybrid experience.





Images: Aaron Garber Maikovska @Clearing, Martha Tuttle @Tilton Gallery, Nicolas Party @Karma, Julie Curtiss @Anton

Kern.

Spring/Break Art Show

Spring/Break Art Show focuses on showcasing new and emerging talent. Spring/Break

inhabits underused, atypical and historic New York City exhibition spaces to activate and



challenge the traditional cultural landscape of the art market.

Images: Angela Heisch @ Park Place Gallery, Shona McAndrew, curated by Lauren Powell, and Rose Nestler and Corey Escoto

curated by Vallery Jung Estabrook 



If you like what you read, help us spread the love for Art of Choice by letting
your friends know they can subscribe here!
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